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SOME PROPERTIES OF SUBSPACES OF THE 
SPACE OF FOURIER ULTRAHYPERFUNCTIONS

AND RELATED PROBLEMS

Young Sik Park

0. Introduction
This study singles out two families of subspaces of Fourier ultrahy

perfunctions and three distributive lattices W, S and M and discusses 
related problems. It defines Banach space 11(A-, m) and considers in
ductive limits and projective limits of the Banach spaces and their du
als. We comment on the Fourier transform and the Laplace transform 
of some functionals. We consider direct sums of subspaces. Finally, we 
study the lattice of subspaces of Fourier ultrahyperfunctions.

1_・ Auxiliary distributive lattices and inequalities
Let W be the set of all nega-support functions of sets A4 C Rn of 

난le family K，= {M : M = UAfa, Ma C Rn convex closed, p € Ma} : 
W = {W: M E /C), where p is a fixed point in This set W is 
partially ordered by the relation The operations of intersection and 
union are defined on W by the relations.

P and Wm U Wn =

Then W forms a distributive lattice. Similary, we let S = {5m : M £ 
/C}, where Sm is a support function of jM. We define the operations 
of intersection and union on S as follows:

Sm H Sn = Smcn and Sm U Sn = Smun・

Then S forms a distributive lattice.
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We write Wm < if W以(z) < W^{x) for all x / 0. Let 
M = {m = (m15 • • • , mn) : m,(z = 1,..., n) continuous homogeneous 
functions on R and m(x) = £：二】 for x =(£“•・• jXn) 6 R허}.

We note that m is clearly a continuous homogeneous function on jRn.

We define, for m, m/ E 人‘，m = (mi, .-・,mn), mf = (m^, - - • ,m^), 

m/\m, = mVm' = • • ,mnVm^).

Then At is a distributive lattice.

THEOREM 1.1. For each function G W3 there exists a sequence 
{my} C {m € M, : Wm < m} with the following properties:
(a) mi > m2 > • • •,
(b) ,
(c) For any function Sn C S with Sn > Wm there is an index 卩， 
such that V、Sn.

Proof. We define mv(u = 1,2, • ■ -) by the equality

mu(a) = — max{Wjvf(5)一 이力 一 이 + 丄 ： s = (，,••• ,5n) e S11"1) 
n v

+ • • • T— max{WM〈s) — i/\sn — <rn| H— : s C }, 
n v

。…,<rn) e Sn~r

and extend it to the whole of 7?n by homogeneity.
We denote by

〃如,(。%) = : max{WM(s) - 기& 一 이 + " s = (s、… ,^n) e Sn^}.

Then mv(Aa) = =人 £=] m虬(q) for every A > 0, a € Sn-1.
Clearly mv% is a continuous homogeneous function on R. Hence mu G 
{m £ M. : Wm < m} and we have (a) and (b). We can show (c) as 
similar way of 9.2 Chapter 111( [2]).

THEOREM 1.2. For any function Wm G W, a G gn-i 熟记 t E R 
such that < t, there exists a convex compact set K C 欣 such
that Wm < Sk and Sk(o「) < t.

Proof, We can prove it as similar way of 9.3 Chapter III([2]).
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THEOREM 1.3. For any function Wm G W there exists a sequence 
of compact sets Ku G {K C convex compact : Wm < Sk} with the 
following properties:

For every function Sk € S with < Sk there is an index N such 
that< Sk・ In particular^ = W^.

Proof. We can prove it as similar way of 9.4 Chapter III([2]).

2. The Banach space n(K,m), inductive limits and projec
tive limits

Let K C be convex compact with nonempty interior and let 
m C M. By we denote the Banach space of all functions (f)

o
which are continuous on T{K) and holomorphic in T(K) and have the 
finite norm:

II抑= sup(exp(m(z))^(2): z = x + iy e T(K)}.

The family {n(Z, m) : K 巨 L> Wm < m} forms a compact inductive 
spectrum of Banach spaces. The inductive limit

(2.1) indlim n(L,m)K/L> Wm

of this spectrum is a DFS-space. Similary, let U C Rn be open convex 
and Sm € S. The family {U(K,m) : K Uym < Sm} forms a 
compact projective spectrum of Banach spaces. Hence we can define 
the space

(2.2) n(l7,Af) = proj limKgu,

11((7, M) is an FS-space. We define

n({0},{0})= ind lim
(23) {。搾K，W{0}<m

丘(丑"，瑚)= ind proj U(K,m).
KeR", m<S«n
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We note that the extreme spaces are same consequences of our earlier 
results (cf. [이 J5] and [6]).

The dual spaces IF({0}, {0}) of II({0}, {0}) is the space of Fourier 
hyperfunctions (cf.[3]). The dual space 7?n) of II(2?n, is the 
space of Fourier ultrahyperfunctions, which is the largest space in the 
case of spaces we shall consider in the sequal. We have the continuous 
dense imbeddings

n(Rn,Rn) c c 订C 汀(K0W

for all Kf D K" D K and M1 C Mu C 7?n. Hence the inverse chain of —►
imbeddings is valid for the dual spaces. In particular, is an

4—

LCS-subspace of Rn) for any convex compact set K and any 
function Wm 6 W. Similary, there are continuous imbeddings

n(J?n,欣)C 丘0,") C 丘(况,M”) C W(T(17))

for all U1 D U,r D U and Mr D M". Moreover, 난le first imbedding <—
(hence also the second) is dense. In particular, M) is an LCS- 
subspace of II(Kn, J?n) for each open convex set U and each function 
Sm £ S

With the help of Theorem 1.1(c), for any convex compact set K, 
and convex open set U and any functions Wm € W and Sk G S 
such that K (二 U and Wm < Sn, the continuous, dense imbedding 
11(17, N) C M) is valid along with the dual imbedding for the 
dual spaces. Using these relations, we can obtain the equalities

(2-4)

n(l7? N) = ind proj 丘(K,
K妲U, WmVSn

丘(K,M) = ind lim
K©u, wM<sN

虱 U,N)

connecting the spaces H(Uy N) and 11( M), along with the dual
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spaces

n^,JV)= indJim 或 K,M),
(2.5) _ 心,wm<Sn _

W(K,M)= ind proj 旺(U,N)
kgu, wM<sN

3. The Fourier transform and the Laplace transform
Let K C Rn and Kf C -Rn be convex compact sets with nonempty 

interior. Let us define H(K, Sk) be the space Qs(T(K)] K,y) and 
A(K, Wr，)be the space Qw(T(K);Kr>) (see [5]). We know that K 応 

K1 iff By Theorem 1.1, there exists a sequence mv G A4
such that mi > m2 > mv > • ― and lim mu = and

V—>8
also similarly there exists a sequence mu G M such that < m2 < 
…V mv < • • • < Sk and lim mu = Sk・

p—>oo
Let </)E Sk「)・ The Fourier transform •天泌]is defined by

•戶 01(Z)= / exp(/2Q©(〈)d”& < = £ + 7]eK.

Then, we can represent the results of Park (岡)in case of spaces H, 2 
―►

and II and their dual spaces.

For a convex compact set K C IV1 with nonempty interior and 
m E M, we define A(K, m) = H(K, —m). We define

A(K： U) = ind lim A(Z, m), L^K m<Scr

A(U,K) = ind proj A(JC, m).
KCU WK<m

We define the Lapice transform £{g] of a functional g G A'(K：Wk，) —► —
(resp. g € A'(K사 ot g E Az(t7, A-)) by the equation.

£[g](z) = (g,exp0z)) = (g(C),exp(zzC)

for all z e Z(K') (resp. z e T(/7), or z e Z(K)).
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THEOREM 2.1. Let K L and V 医 Kl. Then the Laplace trans
formation

£: (瓦％，)一 A(矿阮)

is a continuous linear mapping.

THEOREM 2.2. The Laplace transformation C determines topolog
ical isomorphisms:

£：脚")스2(")

4. Direct sums of subspaces
The following conditions will be assumed to hold:

(a) X and Y are HausdorfF reflexive, locally convex spaces and their 
duals Xf and Y1 are also HausdorfF.
(b) e is a family of FS-spaces, and e1 is the family of the dual spaces.
(c) X U E U 匕 where both inclusions are dense and continuous for 
all E G

Assuming always that G e (i = 1,..., n), we set

N = {(奴•••,</>)： ^ e瓦}

and

L = {(g,…，9)： 9 €「&心珥}.

The space N (resp. L) is a closed subspace of XEZ (resp. XE；) and 
N (resp. L) is an FS-space (resp. a DFS-space).

Proposition 3.1.

으 N and ni<：<n E； 스 L.

In particular,is an FS-space andis a DFS-space.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. (Prop. 28 ([4])) Let E be the inductive limit of 
the convex spaces Ey by the mappings We define a mapping u of 
aEy into E by putting u(SX7) = Euy(Xy). Then E is isomorphic to 
the quotient space S^7/u-1(0).

Corollary 3.3. Set N = {(S,…，姊)：如 € 玖)£；如 =0) 
and L = {(51, • • - ,饥) : gt G = 0). Then Ei U • • • U En 으

Et/N 히id E； U E； U • • • U 风 으 芸¥ E'JL.

5・ The lattice of subspaces of Fourier ultrahyperfunctions

Let 히「(K) = M) : Wm € W} be a partially ordered (by a 
relation C)set, and let X C W.

If K i용 a convex compact set in R。with nonempty interior and x is 
a family in W, then

(5.1) vwmexH(k,m)= n(K,uwM&tM),

and if the family x is finite, then also

(5.2) /\Wm€xII(K, M) = H(K, DvvMexM).

In both cases the dual equalities are valid for the dual spaces, with the 
meet and join taken in 11'(欣)欣).

(5-3) _ _ _

(5-4) _ 一 _

(/\Wm€xU(K,M))' = Vwm€xH'(K,M) = H'(K,「皿心M),

Hence we have the followings:

Proposition 5.1. The family 규(K) = {H(K,M) : WM C W) 
(resp. 규(K) = A) : € W}) forms a distributive lattice 
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of subspaces which is anti-isomorphic (resp. isomorphic) to the lattice 
W of nega-support functions.

Analogous assertions axe valid also for the space 11(17, M). If U is a 
convex open set in Rn and x is a family in 5, then

(5.5) AsmEx 丘 VW)=丘(U,Usm"/),

and if x is finite, then also

(5.6) V&q 丘(U, M)=丘(U, g虹 xM),

In the both cases the dual equalities are valid for the dual spaces, with <
the meet and join taken in

(5.7) (An(r, M)y = vn^t/, m) = um)

and if x is finite, then also

(5.8) (VII(C7, M)y = Anz(C7, DM).

As a consequence we have the following:

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let U be a convex open set in Rn, The family 
双U) = {丘(U,M) : SM es} (resp.社、U) = {而(U, M) : SM € S}) 
is a distributive lattice of subspaces which is ajiti-isomorphic (resp. 
isomorphic) to the lattice S of support functions.

The Proposition 5.1 implies, in particular, that for any finite family 
X — { , W^n } C W we have the equality

(5.9) 血孩 M)=血孩 UZiM)

It turns out that a similar equality also holds for an arbitrary (infinite 
family).

THEOREM 5.3. Let K be a convex compact set in Rn with non
empty interior and let x be a family of functions from W. Set Mq = 
UwmExM. Then「】心£乂1「(瓦］诺)=nz(X, Af0).
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REMARK. If we define Wa/o(O = inf(PVAf(O : € x} then
Wm0 = 商 where union is taken for Wj^ E x-

Proof. By definition Wm0 C W. Set nll/ =「1心£乂띠(K, M). Then 
by Section 2 we have continuous inclusions II'(K,Mo) C fill' (by def
inition, Wmq 으 Wm for all Wm € %). Thus, in order to prove the 
theorem, it suffices to show the existence of a continuous inverse inclu
sion nILr C IF(K, Mo). Let us fix L 2)K and W^f > Wm0- There exist 
functions Wa如 Wm” € % such that 性/L < W"
Furthermore, by the definition of the projective limit,

nW c「*=]曲KW“)=币(K,u3=]M)

and finally

n^u^M^cn^L.w),

where the inclusion is continuous because L 크 K and Wm > -

Therefore, nll/ imbeds continuously into II'(乙,for all i 2) 
K and Wm > W血. According to the definition of the projective 
limit this means the existence of the desired inclusion. By a slight 
modification of the argument of Theorem 5.3 we ar호ive at the following 
conclusion:

THEOREM 5.4. Let U be a convex open set in and be a family 
of support functions from S. Set Mq = \JM, where union is taken for 
all Sm G 臥 Then SMq = AsmG^II(?7,M) = n(Z7,M0)
and hence UsmE미(I八M) =
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